“Scarred turtle rehab” project
The Jumeirah Beach hotel runs for several years already a turtle rehabilitation centre
in one of the multiple arms of Madinat Jumeirahs vast network of channels. Nestled in
a 400 m² area of seawater pumped and refreshed every 8 hours, the turtle rehab
centre welcomes permanently 15 to 20 injured turtles. Injuries or mutilations,
resulting mostly from accidents involving boats or other water engines, or diseases
such as aerophagia, are dealt with and healed in the centre.
In order to improve the quality of every turtle’s stay and accelerate their healing
process, the turtle rehab centre will install, in cooperation with a French ecology
association an artificial reef system in order to create a shelter within the otherwise
exposed basin. The reef system called Fractal®, build by the underwater
architecture company Architeuthis in Marseilles, will allow turtles to find shelter,
dive under ledges and play amongst the specially studied features of the reef.
Specialised in underwater landscaping and artificial reef systems targeting specific
fish or tourist underwater attractions, the company has designed a reef especially
adapted to the hurt’ turtles needs. That way turtles will hopefully heal quicker and
can be released sooner into the wild. Besides that the reef will give a whole new
visual aspect to the turtle basin and render it more attractive.
This will be the first project which the association and Architeuthis are running with
the turtle rehab centre and Dubai’s leading environmentalists Kevin Hylander. The
aim is to have it followed by others. Etienne Clamagirand, general director of
Architeuthis: “The ongoing development in Dubai and its impact on especially the
marine environment asks more and more for inventive solutions that both improve
environmental aspects and integrate the development ambitions the city has. To
combine both targets is not an easy thing to do, but our experience shows that it is
possible. We have recently built a reef targeting grouper in the bay of Monaco, a zone
with heavy tourism. Artificial reef systems can both protect, recreate and improve
marine life and at the same time offer extraordinary experiences to underwater tourism,
improve fish stocks for fisheries or protect shores and constructions from heavy sea.”
The company, which also builds environmentally low impact floating habitats and
underwater gardens, wishes to promote, together with association, the “right way” of
coastal development: sustainable, beautiful and respecting all users – both fauna,
flora and human. So scarred turtles will become an exception and Dubai’s coast
rediscovers its marine diversity and beauty.
For more information or if you wish help funding the scarred turtle rehab project or
other coastal environment projects in the emirates, contact:
architeuthisreef@aol.com
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The scarred turtle artificial reef project

COASTAL DEVELOPMENT AND REHABILITATION
HEXAPORA & FRACTAL
Hexapora and Fractal are a new concept of artificial reefs. Being able to both
integrate environmental protection and beauty, these systems are either applied in
order to create underwater landscapes or to target specific marine life for
sustainable settlement.
The durable degradation of the waters of the big coastal cities, together with the
growing awareness of the population for these major problems, brings citizens to
seek for solution for their environment.
The esthetical and landscaped approach of the reef gives the opportunity to add to
the basic
biological production a new economy based on a tourist approach linked to scuba
diving and free diving activities. Other coastal areas endowed with a poor seabed
can be enriched by the
Hexapora concept. This will allow the settlement of marine life on the reef and will
also bring sport divers willing to visit such areas.
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